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Executive Summary 

Journalist Mr Ralph FreeSpeech attended an interview with FEMM Consultancy on 1st May 2012. He has 
requested an Information Consultant’s report to be provided so that assistance may be given to a featured 
article being written by him for a prominent Australian newspaper. He advised the feature article is to 
encompass detailed information regarding pirating and the music industry. 

During the interview, it was ascertained by FEMM Consultancy exactly what the client’s needs were 
pertaining to this particular subject. FEMM Consultancy identified that Mr FreeSpeech will require varying 
resource materials covering the purposes and types of music piracy guided by cultural orientation and 
social dynamics; historical facts, figures and trends; governing laws nationally and internationally; 
resolutions that protect original music works and exemplars supporting the information provided.  

The following interim report A pirated music industry has been designed to provide Mr FreeSpeech a 
preliminary understanding of what processes are entailed in developing a high-quality and specifically 
authoritative Information Consultant’s report for his proposed featured article.  

This report initially grants an overview of music piracy focusing first upon different age groups, specifically 
identifying the younger generation’s (Gen Z) interpretation of what music piracy is and technological 
advancements that impact this generation. The opening focus also points out music duplication and 
redistribution historically has in fact been ongoing since the seventeenth century. Music piracy was not 
recognised nor deemed as piracy until the late twentieth to early twenty-first centuries. During this time 
when piracy was acknowledged by music industry professionals as theft, copyright laws necessitated 
amendment and/or inclusion of new laws, so that original music works could be protected.   

From the information derived from Mr FreeSpeech’s interview, introductory search objectives and 
keyword phrases were able to be formulated as to his needs. The actual search objectives formulation 
processes are outlined in detail within the interim report along with search engine platforms examples 
utilised for introductory search objectives. 

An explicit ‘flow process’ methodology called the ROSS Environment (Partridge, H and Edwards, 2007) will 
be applied during the final report. This methodology allows for a continual cycle of reflected evaluation 
and is deemed to provide aid when online resource materials of high-quality and of authoritative nature 
are selected for inclusion into the final report prior it being provided to Mr FreeSpeech. 

Introduction 

Within modern day discussions regarding music piracy, the term tends to focus upon the concept of music 
piracy being something as ‘expected’ by the younger age groups of today. Jo Jackson (2010) describes the 
varying generations as having a core set of values developed as a direct result from early childhood 
socially.  Generation Z’s characteristics in particular, involves the impact of rapid technological growth over 
the past 15 years or so, where cultural practices have developed through communications relying heavily 
upon online communities and social media like Google, MySpace, Twitter and Facebook. They are known 
as the Digital Natives generation; a generation who has never known life without the internet, computers 
and mobile devices. This generation quite frankly impacts upon any industry caught up in the digital age, 
which includes the music industry and pirated materials.   

The subject of music piracy has in fact been long in history, actually spanning across the seventeenth, 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries according to Robert van Ooijen (2010). Duplication of musical scores 
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written during these historical times was not considered as illicit reproductions and therefore was not 
depicted or even contemplated as piracy at the time. 

It wasn’t until at least the twentieth and early twenty-first centuries that controversy regarding copyright 
piracy began; where redistribution ethics of media content and how production and distribution 
companies were losing money was scrutinised and copyright laws were obliged to evolve. This had proved 
to have been a chaotic time within the music industry and its culture. Robert van Ooijen (2010) also 
mentions that “The specific details of the discussions about music piracy may change every year, but 
always involve influential concepts like authorship, intellectual property, and copyright that came into 
existence and were shaped in the seventeenth century”. 

The term music piracy nowadays, is unswervingly associated with copyright infringement of unauthorised 
use of works under copyright and has been infringed upon the copyright holder’s exclusive right, which 
therefore has been violated. Music piracy can be clearly defined as the illegal copying, downloading or 
selling of copyrighted music and is an act punishable by fines or even imprisonment, dependent upon 
national and international laws.  

The problems of today's music industry tend to pale in comparison when acknowledging musicians and 
composers have battled rampant piracy, unscrupulous publishers and dubious employment practices 
throughout the past two hundred years. The history of music piracy parallels the history of music recording 
and distribution. Only within a few decades past, it was very difficult to reproduce vinyl albums on a 
massive scale, the transition to cassette tapes and then later to CDs and now downloads, made music 
reproduction and therefore piracy much easier. With just a few strokes on a keyboard that has decent 
internet connection, an entire discography (digital recording) of any artist is unfortunately freely 
obtainable.   

1. Client Information Need Synopsis 

Mr Ralph FreeSpeech is a journalist requiring information to assist in writing a feature article about pirating 
and the music industry for a prominent Australian newspaper. He requests information relating to the 
impact of moral and legal aspects of pirating within the music industry; different views on pirating; and as 
well, what steps can be taken in order to stop music pirating by organisations within the music industry 
and governments local to Australia and internationally.  

To gain a better understanding of Mr FreeSpeech’s requirements, an interview was conducted with him 
May 1st 2012 [refer Appendix A: Reference Interview Transcript].  

It was ascertained during the interview, that Mr FreeSpeech has a very limited knowledge base of what 
music piracy basically is and in order to write the featured article, Mr FreeSpeech requires knowing about 
‘piracy’ as an overall.  The type of information to be sourced for his article may cover areas such as legal 
cases, websites, journals, articles etcetera. Authoritative resources such as peer reviewed and academic 
articles, reports and/or journals are preferred by Mr FreeSpeech. This is so his feature article written will 
be trustworthy and well respected.  

Mr FreeSpeech is mortified by the fact people are downloading music and not paying for the material, as 
he feels that this is essentially stealing instead of actually purchasing a CD from a music store such as JB 
HIFI. He is still concerned however by the implications cafes and restaurants face when music is publically 
broadcasted within these types of environments.  
 
Initially within the interview, Mr FreeSpeech had not realised that there was more than one form of ‘music 
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piracy’ and was astounded that music piracy occurs with sampling of music, downloading of music 
duplication purposes in order to sell music, as well music downloads for personal usage. The report to be 
supplied to Mr FreeSpeech therefore, will necessitate issues surrounding these forms of inclusions.  

The feature article will be limited to audio music piracy only. The scope of music piracy will not include 
issues sheet music entails or unauthorised reproduction of lyrics, unless it involves audio replications 
derived from actual musicals such as Les Misérables etcetera. Similar issues of piracy that arise in other 
industries, such as the movie industry are not necessary.  

Legal aspects pertaining to music piracy will mainly focus in Australia though it is important to Mr 
FreeSpeech to know what is learned by other countries such as the United Kingdom, America and Canada. 
If there are any precedent cases involving music piracy that are deemed important nationally or 
internationally, they are to be included as examples.   

Resolutions to halting music piracy, like DRM (Digital Rights Management) or organisations such as Music 
Industry Piracy Investigations Australia (MIPI) are to be sourced and inclusive of the report Mr FreeSpeech 
will receive.  

The report that Mr FreeSpeech shall be given will cite and supply abstracts of articles sourced.  

There is no fixed budget set in providing Information Consultant’s report, though it is expected quality 
information comes at a price and Mr FreeSpeech is willing to pay a decent rate for what is provided to him.   

Synopsis Summary 

In succinct review of the client’s needs, it is identified Mr FreeSpeech necessitates the following 
information regarding music piracy:  

1. Music piracy explanation 
 Purposes  

- music sampling  
- downloading to duplicate in order to sell 
- file sharing 
- personal usage 

 Types (formats) 
- CD/DVDs 
- MP3s, AVI, WAV  
- Peer-2-peer 

 Culture orientation and social dynamics 
- Perspectives and/or opinions 

2. Historical facts, figures and trends 
 

3. Governing copyright laws, nationally and internationally 
 Lawsuits (case precedents) 
 Public broadcast implications (radio stations, cafes, restaurants etcetera)  
 Music policy ‘specific’ infringements 

4. Assumptions (statistics) 
5. Resolutions 

 DRM (digital rights management) 
 Private organisations and government institutions 
 Other 
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6. Exemplars 
 Articles, journals, websites and legal cases  

- Authoritative resources (academic and peer reviewed) 
 

Mr FreeSpeech does not require information relating to any other form of piracy from within different 

industry sectors such as the movie or literature industries.  

2. Search Objectives 

In formulating solid search objectives to support the provision of information that will be entailed within 
the final report, there are 3 important factors to take into consideration, which are:  

- Quantity: how much is too much? 
- Quality: is it good, bad or indifferent? 
- Relevance: is it off track? 

To assist searching and retrieving explicit information that is identified by the Client Information Needs 
Synopsis, it will require utilising tools that are appropriate to Mr FreeSpeech’s ‘subject’ request. In being 
able to provide Mr FreeSpeech with suitable information (resource material) that is of an authoritative 
nature, this preliminary report will focus on 4 ‘top level’ search objectives. These objectives are derived 
from the Synopsis Summary and are an example of how search objectives will be developed. 

Note: key concepts highlighted in red and asterisked (*) are the keyword phrases that will be analysed for synonyms. 

Table 1 Music piracy explanation 

Search Objective Key Concept Key Concept Key Concept 

What is music piracy?  music piracy explanation (*) education 

Who pirates music? cultural practice illegal distributors  case studies 

What is pirated music 
used for? 

piracy downfalls benefits 

 
Table 2 Governing copyright laws, nationally and internationally 

Search Objective Key Concept Key Concept Key Concept 

What are the copyright 
laws in Australia 
regarding pirated music? 

Australia copyright laws music piracy 

What are the penalties 
of pirated music in 
Australia and abroad? 

Australia / Overseas music piracy penalty (*) 

Who is affected by music 
copyright? 

music copyright public broadcast user groups 
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Table 3 Assumptions (statistics) 

Search Objective Key Concept Key Concept Key Concept 

What are the ‘new 
release’ music sales 
profits for the past 10 
years in Australia? 

new release music sales profit statistics 

What is the percentage 
of users pirating music in 
Australia compared to 
other international 
countries? 

Australia / Overseas percentage comparison pirated music (*) 

What studies have been 
conducted to affirm 
statistics provided by 
music industry 
organisations? 

music industry 
professionals 

case studies statistics 

 

Table 4 Resolutions  

Search Objective Key Concept Key Concept Key Concept 

What technologies are 
used to assist in 
deterring people from 
pirating music? 

pirated music deterrent (*) technology 

What agencies or 
organisations assist the 
efforts of defending 
recording companies, 
publishers and artists 
against music piracy? 

agencies / organisations defending original music 

Are there any new 
technologies being 
developed to further 
assist halting music 
piracy? 

music piracy halt (*) technology 
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3. Analysis of the Keywords and synonyms 

Keyword phrasing analysis will be assist utilising different words that are similar in context; words that are 
synonyms to the initial word identified in the Search Objectives and selected when conducting the research 
queries. In order to do this, the following table lists a few key concept words selected from the outlined 
Search Objectives and their synonyms.  Being able to develop strong strategies for Mr FreeSpeech will 
achieve results pertinent to the quality of information, specified as inclusions into the final report. 

Table 5 Key concept synonyms 

Key Concept 1 
pirated music 

Key Concept 2 
deterrent 

Key Concept 3  
halt 

Key Concept 4 
explanation 

Key Concept 5 
penalty 

composition theft prevention stop clarification consequence 

stealing music restriction impede enlightenment punishment 

music larceny restrain hold back rationalisation sentence 

pilfering music curb cut short justification condemnation 

music piracy reign delay illumination fine 

 limit obstruct  price 

 disincentive end  cost 

 constraint hamper   

  hinder   

When undertaking the final report, a broader and more in depth analysis as to the Search Objectives and 
Key Concepts and synonyms will be conducted. The details supplied in the Synopsis summary will support 
this area and in doing so research strategies will be finetuned.  

Utilisation of search control features such as Boolean operators, nesting, truncations/wildcards, controlled 
vocabulary and proximity operators will further aid the formulation of keyword phrasing within search 
statements expected to be used.  

When examining 2 online search tools, the search control features will help determine which search tool 
should be selected. Keyword phrases will be then tested with the synonyms already identified above in 
Table 5 Key concept synonyms.  

4. Online search tools selected 

Deciding upon which search platform that would prove most beneficial for the final report, Partridge, 
Helen L. and Edwards’ (2007) article The Reflective Online Searching Skills (ROSS) Environment was 
reviewed.  The article describes learning as “experiencing a skill or concept in different ways, an individual 
is able to compare their original (or old) experience of that skill or concept to their new experience of the 
skill or concept” (p.4).  
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When ROSS was introduced Queensland University of Technology’s Bachelor of Information Technology, 
ITB332 Information Resources module (2006) it was outlined by Partridge, Helen L. and Edwards (2007) 
ROSS had encouraged students to explore the wide variety of information resources available, independent 
of the resources format. They strongly acknowledged that there was major focus on identifying user needs 
and development of information searching skills across a wide variety of online resources such as 
bibliographic databases, the internet and traditional print materials. (p. 5)  

ROSS Information Searching Process Model (Figure 1) outlines that there are 8 sections designed to 
improve online searching skills and are broken down into the following steps:  

1. Understanding the information need 
2. Preparing for the information search 
3. Selecting the online information resources 
4. Designing and running the information search 
5. Reflecting the information search 
6. Identifying high quality results 
7. Creating an alert 
8. Critical reflection 

This explicit process flow builds upon the previous step and allows 
for evaluated results to be critically assessed so that the 
information searching skill may be revisited to refine the search 
objective. The ROSS Environment methodology therefore, can be 
deemed as a ‘continual cycle of reflected evaluation’ that any 
information specialist should adapt as a ‘skill’. 

Examination of the two resource materials selected will be based 
on this particular model when the search objectives are purposely 
development of the final report.  
 

The online search engines Google and Google Scholar combined 
along with the online database WestLaw AU (formerly Legal 
Online) provided by QUT Library have been selected to resource materials pertaining to the question 
“What are the penalties of pirated music in Australia and abroad?”.  

Critical analysis of both search engine platforms utilised will be compared as to the quality, authoritative 
resources retrieved from the identical search query.  

It is predictable using Google first will present useful directional details beneficial to acquiring organisation 
locations and their websites, or obtaining general definitions. Google Scholar on the other hand, will result 
in resource materials learning towards higher quality of scholarly literature, while WestLaw AU is expected 
to provide authoritative and peer reviewed resources of varying types and formats. 

The three search platforms selected for evaluation of online resources will be based on the following 
information:  

Search objective 

- What are the penalties of pirated music in Australia and abroad? 

Search Keyword Phrases 

- Australia OR Overseas AND music piracy AND penalty 

Figure 1 Edwards, S.L. and Partridge, H. (2004)  
ROSS Information Searching Process Model 
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- pilfering music AND (Australia OR Overseas) AND consequences 

Synonyms Key Concepts 1 & 5 

pirated music penalty 

composition theft consequence 

stealing music punishment 

music larceny sentence 

pilfering music condemnation 

music piracy fine 

 price 

 cost 

 
The search queries conducted with each online tool is extensively outlined within the Interim report’s 
section Initial search strategies.  

This section of the interim report discusses and compares results retrieved independently by the online 
tools. Decisions as to how authoritative and of quality the resource retrieved is and perhaps selected will 
also be outlined in this section, as well by showing illustrations of reformulated search strategies best 
suited in providing information resources for inclusion into the final report.  

Evaluating Online Resource 1  

Online Resource Name  
Google (Basic, Advanced and Scholar) 
 

Producer/Creators 
Founded: 1998 by Larry Page and Sergey Brin  
Incorporation: September 4, 1998. Initial public offering (NASDAQ): August 19, 2004 
 

Geographic Coverage  
Google has come a long way from the dorm room and the garage where it initially began in 1998. Google 
Headquarters relocated in 2004 to Mountain View, California (better known as the Googleplex). Today 
Google has more than 70 offices in more than 40 countries around the globe; therefore, Google’s coverage 
is national and international. 
 

Time Coverage  
Google provides access to materials covering a broad spectrum of topics or subjects supplied by a myriad 
of sources. The time coverage factor for this ‘online tool’ can only be based upon what is accessible 
through wide world web (www), regardless of actual ‘time coverage’. Resources retrievable by a Google 
search may pertain to anything ‘as a topic/subject’ from today, yesterday or back through the millennia. 
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Type of Materials Included  
Once described as “the perfect search engine” by co-founder and CEO Larry Page, Google these days 
provides many services that include Google Web Search (Chrome and Scholar), GMail, G+, Google 
AdWords/AdSense, Google Developer Tools (APIs and resources), Google Translator, Google Docs, social 
groups and so on. Google (n.d.) states on their web page What we do for you that “our goal is to make it as 
easy as possible for you to find the information you need and get the things you need to do done”. (para 1) 
 

Peer-Review  
Many educational institutions such as Murdoch University’s Environmental Science Library, Murdoch W.A., 
utilise Google Scholar as the preferred search option compared to Google because results “tends towards a 
higher quality of scholarly literature” as mentioned by the university’s library webpage Electronic Resources 
& Peer Reviewed Articles (2012) within section Google and Google Scholar (para 20). The library stipulates 
that it utilises Google Scholar to link electronic resource materials from their collection, granting easy 
access to any student attending Murdoch University. 
 
The University of New England, Armidale state in a pamphlet entitled Identifying Academic Journals, 
University Library (2010) that Google Scholar “allows you to run a web search restricted to high-quality 
scholarly literature” (p. 1, para 3).   
 

Full text, Index & Abstract, Index only  
It can be determined that Google as a search platform is a very versatile search engine, covering a variety 
of topics and/or subjects. It is a good starting point for anyone undertaking research. Its content is not 
however, definitive. The user must know how to evaluate searched results.The extension of Google Scholar 
enables a user to search specific scholarly literature, including peer-reviewed papers, theses, books, 
preprints, abstracts and technical reports from broad subject areas. 
 

Search Control Features 
The Google Advance Search also offers the user the ability to narrow results by language, region, last 
update, site or domain, terms appearing in pages, reading levels, file format and usage rights. There is also 
linkage to advice appropriate to the utilisation of Operators within a text field. The text fields shown in 
Figure 2 below demonstrate Google Advanced Search design. 
 
It is assumed Google’s Advanced search feature utilises Boolean characters that correspond with direct 
keyword phrases entered into the text fields. However, it is rather difficult to determine how Google 
search algorithms actually operate. 
 

Limit Commands  
A user is able to combine or mix most limit commands with other limit commands and/or search terms 
where Boolean operators and phrases are utilised by someone conducting a Google search query. The user 
may not mix anything with commands that apply to all terms which follow the command. Google limit 
commands utilise meta data located in the source code of a website. Unfortunately, these limit commands 
are not readily available information provided by Google. It seems a user is expected to find this type of 
resource.  
 

A document created by Jo Barker (2004), outlines Google limit commands, such as: intitle:, allintitle:, inurl:, 
allinurl:, site:, filetype:, daterange:, numrange:, intext:, inanchor: and so on. An instance is provided below 
to illustrate the information made available by Barker (2004) specifically relating to the limit command 
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allintitle:  
 

Suggested Uses and Limitations:  
Requires terms to occur in the<Title> field, part of the HTML <Head> or top section. 
Finds pages likely to be focused on your terms. 
 
 
Examples: 
intitle:"sea level" rise California 
intitle:"global warming" intitle:"sealevel" California 
intitle:"global warming" site:epa.gov –site:com 

 
These limit commands also apply to Google Scholar. 
 
Google Scholar offers Advanced and Preference search options that have additional limit commands where 
a user may restrict their search by Author, Publication, Date, Collections, Legal opinions and journals, 
Language and library text fields.  
 
 

Help Feature  
Google offers several levels of help support though a direct link accessing their Help feature though it is not 
immediately evident of this feature from Google’s home page. Search Help isn’t available until the user 
initially enters a query. When results have been retrieved, it is then the Help feature can be identified and 
located at the bottom of the results web page.  
 
Search Help directs a user to Google’s Inside Search: Basic search help where simple tips are listed to 
enable better basic searches. This also applies to Google’s Advanced search feature and Google Scholar.  
 
Google Inside Search Help feature details ‘how to’ tips that include:  
- popular articles 
- tips for searching 
- explore Google search 
- customise your experience 
- learn about iGoogle 
It also offers information relating to fixing issues with Web Search and iGoogle as well as how to enable 
cookies; Google Social Search; Basic Help; Operators as well as translating Google into a user’s language.  
 

Cost  
All Google search platform services are free of charge. 
 

Workability  
Very user friendly on a basic and advanced level conducting a search query or requiring help. 
 

Accuracy of Information  
Basic and advanced search facilities Google provides are beneficial when requiring organisational locations 
and their websites, or for obtaining general definitions. It extends to more direct results with the use of 
limit commands if applied to the search keywords. 
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Based on the above what do you identify as the strengths as a tool for locating information? 
- instant access to a multitude of free resource materials  
- covers local and international information sources 
- very versatile search engine, covering a variety of topics and/or subjects  
- resources can be easily obtained to provide additional help relating to utilising either feature 
- Google Scholar is an extended enhancement 
 

Based on the above what do you identify as the weaknesses as a tool for locating information? 
- Peer reviews prefer Google Scholar over Google Basic or Advanced feature 
- resourced materials may not be of a high quality scholarly literature  
- marketing resources and sponsored are displayed with each Basic and Advanced search conducted 
- Its content is not definitive 
- checking of any resource needs to consider academic stringency 
 
 

What results do you hope to obtain from this resource in regards to the information need?  
Utilisation of Google Basic, Advanced and Scholar, with certain search objectives will retrieve relevant 
information pertaining to organisations, industry opinions, statistical data (Scholar) and as well academic 
and peer reviewed literature (Scholar).  
 

 

Evaluating Online Resource 2  

Online Resource Name: 
WestLaw AU (formerly Legal Online). 
 

Producer/Creators:  
Thomson Reuters (Professional) Australia Limited. 
Copyright © 2012 
 

Geographic Coverage  
WestLaw AU is a complete online legal library covering all Australian and New Zealand jurisdictions. It also 
provides access to legal resources from England, European Union, United States and Canada dependent 
upon subscription level (WestLaw International). 
 

Time Coverage  
From WestLaw AU website the exact time frame (e.g. how far back in history) of available resources stem 
to is not discernible. It is understood however, that WestLaw AU provides the most current and up to date 
materials pertaining to all legal aspects within Australia and New Zealand.  
 

Type of Materials Included  
WestLaw AU provides access to legislation, case law, commentary, journals, news and precents as well as 
authorised law reports inclusive of Commonwealth Law and Federal Court Reports, all of an authoritative 
nature.  
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Peer Review  
WestLaw AU is a complete legal online library that sources resource materials directly from 
Commonwealth and Federal law courts; Legal practitioner journals; legislation and commentary; laws of 
Australia and Australian Commercial precedents and legal taxation information. All these resources are 
extremely authoritative and exceedingly peer reviewed by sources supplying materials.  
 

Full text, Index & Abstract, Index only  
WestLaw AU provides online access to Australian law titles subscribed to by QUT Library. This includes legal 
research titles as well as loose-leaf services, full text journals published by Thomson Reuters, law reports 
and unreported judgments relevant to:  
- Citators & Annotators 
- Legal Encyclopaedias, Dictionaries & Other Reference Tools 
- Legal Journals & Indexes 
- Loose-leaf Services 

Search Control Features:  
Elements that assist in searching WestLaw AU online legal library are extensive. A user may select from a 
provided Product List that includes searching specific products available. For example: Cases, 
Commentaries, Current Awareness, Encyclopaedias, Journals and Precedents can be sorted by Content or 
Subject type. The user may also utilise a Search text field that directly searches The Laws of Australia, 
Online Commentaries, Journals, Cases and Precedents. The News section provides access to Alert24 items. 
 
The default menu bar provides access to WestLaw AU, Tagged items of items searched and saved by the 
user and access via Research Trail that list the last 20 documents viewed and/or searched by user during a 
session. Content links are provided as well. These allow for quick access to the most frequently used 
products such as FirstPoint, Reported and Unreported Cases, Commentaries, Alert24, Laws of Australia, 
Journals and the Australian Legal Journal Index. 
 
Search term connectors are also workable and include operators such as AND, OR, NOT, “”, Unordered 
Proximity and Single/Multiple character wildcards as outlined in Legal Online Quick Guide (2011)  
 

Limit Commands  
Limit command fields that assist in more explicit searching include text fields Jurisdiction, Year, Provision, 
Case Name, Case Citation and Legislation Cited Title. Search term connectors already noted also assist as 
limit commands. 

Help Feature  
Help is available as part of the default menu bar aside from Digital Support contact information provided 
on the home page and within the Help section. The Help feature includes a multitude help guides relevant 
to Cases, Journals, Commentaries, Current Awareness, Encyclopaedias and Precedents. An example of Case 
Help is listed below:  
- Click to view Cases New Features Guide [PDF] (v1.0 last updated Oct 10)  
- Click to view Cases FAQ's [PDF] (v1.0 last updated Oct 10)  
- Click to view List of Product URLs [PDF] (v1.0 last updated Oct 10)  
- Click to view FirstPoint Quick Guide [PDF] (v9.0 last updated Feb 10)  
- Click to view Status Symbols guide [PDF] (last updated Dec 08)  
- Click to view FirstPoint Scope document [PDF] (v9.0 last updated Feb 12)  
- Click to view FirstPoint Table of Abbreviations (last updated Dec 08) 
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Cost  
Access to WestLaw AU is a paid yearly subscription provided by QUT Library. Subscription options offered 
by WestLaw AU provide flexible plans to suit large/medium law firms, small law firms that are solo 
practitioners or barristers as well as Corporate Counsel, Federal and Local Governments. Pay-Per-View is 
also available. 
 

Workability  
The website’s presentation is crisp and clear, which allows for navigational user friendliness.  
 

Accuracy of Information  
WestLaw AU is a legal online library that delivers reliable information with expert analysis and commentary from 

trusted authors. The materials provided by them are exceedingly accurate and relevant in content. 
 

Based on the above what do you identify as the strengths as a tool for locating information? 
- expert analysis and opinions from trusted authors 
- current and accurate content updated daily 
- customer support and training  
- full picture on single screen, no need for multiple searches 
- eBooks can be searched for relevant terms in seconds, and annotations made in the online copy for 
personal use. 
- access to titles for consumers with print disabilities. 
- eBook titles cannot be lost, stolen or miss-shelved in the physical collection, and are therefore available 
as long as the platform is live. 

 

Based on the above what do you identify as the weaknesses as a tool for locating information? 
- it is a paid for subscription 
 

What results do you hope to obtain from this resource in regards to the information need?  
A user can be confident that WestLaw AU will provide search results that are comprehensive, authoritative and up to 
date. 
 

5. Online search tool initial strategies discussion:  
 

The preliminary strategies utilised as a test with the search engines provides a vast range of diverse 
resources. Authoritative materials were anticipated to result by WestLaw AU while a broader range of 
topics/subjects pertaining to the overall subject objective resulted with the use of Google. It will be 
expected the utilisation of the keyword phrase synonyms will be advantageous in pinpointing and 
extracting better information resources during the development of the final report.  

The following two examples signify the preliminary strategies tested for the final report.  
 
Example 1:  

The sentence “What are the penalties of pirated music in Australia and abroad?” initially utilises Boolean 
operators with the keyword phrase Australia OR Overseas AND music piracy AND penalty. 
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Dependent upon results, keywords used can be altered to reflect pilfering music AND (Australia OR 
Overseas) AND consequences.  This search control feature is called nesting. 

Example 2:  

The sentence “What is music piracy?” would start with the keyword phrase music piracy AND explanation 
AND education, again making use of Boolean operators initially.  

In refining the keyword phrase with the use of truncation wildcard asterisk (*) symbol, the phrase could 
reflect music piracy AND (expla* OR justi*) AND education.  

When the asterisk is applied to words explanation and justification within the nested search control above, 
allows for other keywords such as explaining, explain or justify resulting from the search statement used. 

Results displayed by Google  

2,550,000 resources resulted with Google when utilising the search objective question as is. Google basic 
allows selecting web pages “only from Australia” and/or time range customisable by the user. In choosing 
Australia only the results narrowed down to 17,100.  

In order to refine the search objective even further, the Google Advanced Search option was utilised and 
provided 567 results by finding pages with:  

- all these words “What are the penalties of pirated music in Australia and abroad” 
- this exact word or phrase “pirated music” 
- any of these words “Australia” 

Results displayed by Google Scholar 

When conducting the search objective with Google Scholar search the initial query resulted with 516 
resources resulted with Google Scholar utilising the search objective questions as is. The query results 
improved when utilising Google Scholar Advanced feature and provided 69 resources. 

Results displayed by WestLaw AU Online  

44 documents resulted under The Laws of Australia when utilising the search objective question as is.  

0 documents resulted when the search keyword phrase Australia OR Overseas AND music piracy AND 
penalty was utilised. 

When pilfering music AND (Australia OR Overseas) AND consequences keyword phrase was utilised, it 
proved to be a better search phrase when utilising WestLaw AU: 

 4 references resulted under The Laws of Australia 

 40 references under Online Commentaries 

 190 reference under Journals 

 972 references under Cases 

Changing the keyword phrase to reflect varying synonyms listed that can be applied to this search 

objective. In doing this, it dramatically affected the search results listed below:  

- music piracy AND (Australia OR Overseas) AND punishment 

 4 references resulted under The Laws of Australia 
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 1 references under Online Commentaries 

 9 reference under Journals 

 7 references under Cases 
 

- Australia OR Overseas AND composition theft AND condemnation 

 0 references resulted under The Laws of Australia  

 0 references under Online Commentaries 

 0 reference under Journals 

 0 references under Cases 

Conclusion  
In being able to provide Mr FreeSpeech a report that will aid him in writing his feature article, it is 
imperative to have a deep understanding of how to research information relevant to his query. Electronic 
information obtainable on the World Wide Web is expansive, but not necessarily authoritative in nature 
requiring providing quality resource materials. This is highly dependent upon which search platform is 
used.  

With reputable search platforms such as WestLaw AU and precise search strategies will provide quality 
information relevant for the final report. Search engines such as Google will aid in broadening the overall 
scope of Mr FreeSpeech’s query. It is to be remembered though when developing the final report, that 
Google is only a sounding board that will assist with the development of search strategies to be used with a 
more trustworthy search platform.   
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Appendix A: Reference Interview Transcript 
 
– with Mr Frank Freespeech, conducted 1st May 2012 
 

SUBJECT: MUSIC PIRACY (MP) 

Question 1: What would you like to know and what are you using it for? 

Writing an article for the newspaper he works as a journalist and requires information for this article. Wants to 

know more about MP as diminutive information is known about it. Do people download stuff and not actually 

pay for it? Editor has asked him write about MP and how it affects the music industry. 

Question 2: With the little known information about music piracy will it help to include within the 

report to be supplied to include some history in relation to piracy such as previous cases that date back 

up to 20 years?   

Yes, history would be good. When he writes the newspaper article, Frank requires knowing about piracy 

‘overall’ and anything that can help to have a good foundation is acceptable.  

Question 3: What sort of resources are you after? Are you after newspaper articles, journals, legal cases 

on piracy in the music industry? 

Plenty of resources will be really good and that all bases are covered within the article so that no one can trip 

Frank up regarding his knowledge and resourced materials. So yes, all of the above and more information 

spreading across legal cases, websites, journal articles etc.  

Question 4: Is there a specific level of quality of the resource you are after? Such as academic or peer 

reviewed articles? 

Both.  At least half of the resources are to be peer reviewed and academic. Make sure that there is a good solid 

grounding about MP. Doesn’t want to know about “Joe’s Music” downloading website, that’s not helpful. So yes, 

good solid authority so that no one writes to the editor bagging out the article.  

Question 5: What is the boundary between the legal illegal usages of music, for example music within a 

café? 

Really cares about MP so that when people are downloading things and are not paying for them. So they are 

downloading from the website for free without having to pay for it. It’s not just paying for it within a public 

place it is also about people who are essentially stealing music by downloading it and keeping it and putting it 

on their iPhone rather than going to JB HIFI and buying the CD.   

Question 6: What scope for piracy do you want? People who do sampling? Do you want to hear about 

people who use music in clubs (DJs)? People who download and sell it? Or just the home user just 

downloading it and using it on an iPhone? 

I didn’t know that there was more than one type of piracy. So if you can inform me on those different kinds of 

piracy that will be helpful. But those three sound good about downloading it for personal use; downloading to 

sell it; and the issues around sampling for musicians. 

Question 7: Are you interested in extending the piracy to sheet music or lyrics basically? Piracy does 

include such a broad range that we now realise with that last question, sheet music would be another 

one that is stolen from the web, or the lyrics of a song or say the case scenario of a musical.  

I care more about the sound aspects of it. I don’t really care about sheet music, but the sound aspects of MP, so 

the audio aspect of it.  
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(extended questioning) 

 So say for instance, is it just the downloading / uploading of a musical doing piracy from that? Would 

you be interested in articles or coverage of that type of media within music? 

In my musical? Well yes. Then Yes.     

Question 8: In terms of the legal aspects, do you want a specific country for example? Or do you want a 

general example on the legal aspects that is it is specifically quoting examples from within Australia or 

we can quote international? 

Obviously I am writing for an Australian newspaper so Australian examples first and foremost are most 

important but obviously we learn a lot about law from the UK and the US and Canada.  Those would be really 

helpful and of course if there is any cases of precedents in other countries that are really important then that 

would be interesting to me as well. 

Question 9: On the same subject, do you want to hear about cases from other industries? Like the book 

and movie industry recently iFects suing iiNet about what their users were downloading. Ifects is 

primarily sponsored by the music industry and I guess the movie industry is after the same thing. So are 

you wanting it all referenced about how other industries are doing it?  

I only really care about the music industry. That’s all my editor has asked me for. So music industry, yeah. 

That’s it. Just the music industry! (If you are struggling to find stuff, then of course you can go outside of that). 

Question 10: are you interested in historical information or the most recent and current developments 

in issue of MP? 

I don’t know much about so what is the historical and current information. 

Question 11: Do you want an overview of the technology used and the different things you can do like 

usernet, peer-to-peer, storage lockers that sort of thing and all the different options of how to download 

music stuff online? (A USER GUIDE?!) 

All that is jargon to me and I guess if I need to know that for my article, then I probably should.  

Question 12: How long is your article supposed to be? 

My article will be a feature article so it will be a long article. That is why I need so many resources from you. 

(extended question) 

A two page spread? At least! 

I don’t need any diagrams, no images. None of that sort of stuff. Just good research content that I can use to 

write. Another person does all that graphic stuff. 

Question 13: Are you wanting to know types of resolutions that have been put into place, not just to sue 

people but technologies like DRM which is digital rights management. Are you wanting to know about 

information such as that?  

That sounds like it could be helpful to me, but I don’t what it means. That sounds like it might be helpful and 

something I should know about if I’m going to know about piracy. 

Question 14: What about the organisations that help resolve issues with piracy with DRM? Such as 

MIPI? 

I’ve never heard of MIPI before, so yes. If I’m going to know about digital rights management then I’m going to 

need to know about organisations that help with that stuff too. 

Question 15: Just to recap would you like everything, all the questions to be related to music at all 

times. Music Piracy? 
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As much as possible, yes. That is what my article is about. It might be helpful to have a reference of other 

industries going through the same sort of thing but first and foremost really I’m interested in music. That is the 

sort of thing I am looking for most.  

Question 16: When’s your deadline?  

I think its June the 1st! And just so you know, I’m a bit old school so if I can have all articles printed out and 

given to me would be really helpful. 

Question 17:  So you require printed copies? 

Yes, I require a printed copy of every single article. 

Question 18: that’s a lot of paper!? 

Yes, it is a lot of paper but that is how I work. I don’t like this internet rubbish! 

 

Question 19:  How much are you planning ** not fully audible 

I don’t know, how much are you charging me? I’m just waiting for your bill at the end! 

Question 20: What’s your budget? 

Well, I really have to write this article and you know it could mean big things for me. I could win an award for it 

if it’s really good. So you know, I’m kind of willing to pay for it but I expect a decent rate. I don’t have a fixed 

budget but don’t go overboard! 

 


